3io	THE FOUNTAIN	t
Owls hooted in the wood above the cottage. While first
reading her letter, he had been aware neither of their
melancholy complaint nor of the intervening silences.
Now the anger that had been a storm within him was aii
anger recorded in a tale and, spreading his books under
the lamp, he was flooded with the joy of integrity re-
covered, the delight of one who wakes from a thwarted
dream into the power and freedom of daylight.
So day by day he withdrew within the circles of con-
sciousness towards the centre of his being, little disturbed
even by the knowledge that the solitude of his present life
could not endure. Nights of dreamless sleep were followed
by the vigour of the morning, given always to new work,
for his history moved forward now, swift and smooth. In
the afternoons he revised old pages, allowing an interval
of several days to pass between writing and revision; and
in the evenings, among his books or on foot across the
moors, he allowed other men's genius or his own experi-
ence to flow in upon him, not compelling himself to learn
from them purposefully or in a way prescribed, but happy
that they should teach him as they would, like wise
travellers encountered fortunately who walked with him
a little while until their road parted from his.
Beneath his happiness in this seclusion was the know-
ledge and memory of a different bliss, present in his mind
like the sound of a sea from which he was moving away;
and as one who dwells long inland remembers at last not
the turbulence of waters, their fret and change, but only
their rhythm, their everlasting force and splendour, so
his thought of Julie was coloured always by those qualities
in her that were enduring and beautiful. The representa-
tion of love as a movement through hunger towards
satiety and indifference, he perceived now, in his own
experience, to be false. It was possible to love in peace;
to desire, and remember desire, without the jealousy of
possession.
The thought of Julie rose continually within him, but
as an endorsement of his tranquillity. Its warmth was the
warmth of the sun, a source of energy and natural delight.

